“Dahl accurately portrays the pitfalls of
entering adolescence. . . . Overall, this is
a charming portrait of a transition year
and clearly shows the changes a group of
children go through.”
—Library Media Connection
“This will no doubt resonate with tween
girls, and it has the charm and the
discussion fodder to make an excellent
mother-daughter book club selection.”
—Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books
“Compassionate, optimistic, and creative,
Genie overcomes conflicts with bullies
and gossipers with grace and learns that
she can find happiness just by being
herself. Anxious upper elementary
school readers will relate to Genie’s
social conflicts and comfort in the book’s
uncomplicated, speedy resolutions.”
—Publishers Weekly

DISCUSSION
GUIDE
About the Book
Fifth-grader Genie Kunkle is not the loud, attention-grabbing type. So it’s a shock when
she’s elected class blogger and is given the task of recording the class’s “wishes, hopes,
and dreams.” As it turns out, that’s just the first in a series of surprises she’ll have to
contend with over the course of the momentous year: Her best friend spends more and
more time with the boy-crazy new girl; her widower dad starts to date; she’s forced to
explore the world of bras, deodorants, and shaved legs; and her own wishes, hopes, and
dreams become clearer with every blog entry.
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To Think and Talk About
1. What does Genie learn from serving as class blogger? What are
the challenges of the role? Are there low moments as well as high
moments?
2. Genie goes through a big friendship transition in the book. How
do you think she handles the change? How would you describe
her relationship with Sarah at the beginning of the book? And at
the end?
3. Consider how each member of the Kunkle family reacts to the fact that
Genie’s widower father is dating for the first time in many years. Compare,
in particular, Genie’s reaction and Ian’s reaction.
4. Do you think Genie does the right thing by not telling Sarah about Blair’s
involvement with the competing blog?
5. An important theme of the book is the idea of growing up at a pace that
feels right for you. Compare Blair and Genie in that regard. How does each
of them define growing up?
6. Look ahead. What do you think Genie, Sophie, Sarah, Blair, and the rest of the class
will be like in sixth grade?
To Do and Research
1. If you were given the job of blogging on behalf of your class, what would you write
about? Try writing a blog entry about something that matters to your class.
2. Try building a virtual bridge, as Mr. Sayler’s math class does. West Point Bridge
Designer is free software that you can download onto
your computer. Go to http://bridgecontest.usma.edu/
download.htm. There are even bridge-building contests!
3. Check out the canopic jars that Genie saw at the Walters
Art Museum in Baltimore (http://art.thewalters.org/
detail/77403/a-complete-set-of-canopic-jars/), then visit a
museum near your house and draw something you find
there.
4. Genie does two drawings related to her name: the
“haddock kunkle” musical instrument is associated with
her real name, and the open window with gauzy drapes is linked to her blogger
pseudonym, Genie Wishes. What images do you associate with your real name? Can
you draw them? What pseudonym might you pick, and how might you draw it?

